
 
 

Money Management 
 
Most agents fail because of poor money management. I have seen this so many times lately. 

I will have an agent that made 3k per week for a whole month and then two weeks later is 

broke and looking for a way to get back on leads. One of the only ways I can explain it is this 

is your business!!! You must run it effectively. For instance, if you owned a store and one 

Saturday you sold 90% of your inventory, you better have the money to restock that 90% or 

you will be out of business. These methods and tips I have are not something everyone might 

want to do, but they work for me and might help some of you. 

 
 

First, get two accounts. One of your accounts have all your deposits go into (business 

account). The other will be your personal. Next add up all your bills for the month (house, 

car, power, cable etc.). Then add up other things like.... entertainment, misc., groceries etc.  

Once you have all of those added up, divide that by 4 and you will know what you need weekly. 

So, for instance let’s say your bills are 2k per month including everything. So, you will need 

500 per week. Once per week you pay yourself out of your business account. Transfer $500 to 

it. 

 
 

Then you will purchase your leads, gas, thank you cards, postage, etc. from your business 

account. 

 
 

This will help because you will live on exactly the amount you need in the 

beginning. We would all be shocked at the amount of money we just blow 

every week because we didn't have a plan. Now if you are a successful agent 

and your business account grows quickly, then you have options. Either set a 

number (say $5,000) and anything above that in your business account you pull 

out and put into savings or whatever. Or you can just increase your weekly 

money. If you had $25 per week set aside for entertainment (movies, 

restaurant, etc.) then increase it to a lot more. 

 

I know to some this will sound silly, but you would be shocked to see how many agents I have 

that sell a lot of insurance and 2-3 little chargebacks and they are broke and waiting on a 

deposit. You always must have money to run this business. This is a system to hopefully get 

you there. In this job you could go out tomorrow and make 3k. In my  example above, that 

3k would be enough for the whole month, so anything else I sold would just build up. This is 

one way to get ahead and be able to stay in this amazing business longer than 2-3 months. 


